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Past, Present and Future Trends of 
Non-Radiative Wireless Power Transfer

S.Y. Ron Hui

Abstract—Although non-radiative wireless power transfer 
(WPT) was invented over a century ago, it has regained 
research and development interests in 1980s. Over the last 15 
years, WPT has appeared as an “emerging” technology that 
has attracted wide-spread attention in both academia and 
industry.  Because of the long history of WPT research and 
developments, researchers of the modern days often do not 
know some historical milestones of WPT. This paper aims at 
providing a brief history of some key concepts and technologies 
that pave the way for modern WPT research and applications. 
A few misconceptions of WPT technologies are particularly 
highlighted so that new researchers entering this research field 
can avoid such pitfalls. Finally, some discussions on present and 
future trends of WPT are included.

Index Terms—Wireless power transfer, magnetic resonance, 
inductive power.

I. IntroductIon

THE scientific breakthroughs of the French Scientist 
André-Marie Ampère (1775 -1836) and English scientist 

Michael Faraday (1791-1867) in early 19th century laid 
down the foundation of electricity and electromagnetism. 
The Ampere’s law, Faraday’s law and electromagnetism 
form the pillars of modern electrical engineering. Their work 
was further enhanced by Scottish scientist J.C. Maxwell 
who developed the well-known Maxwell’s equations for 
electromagnetic fields and waves. These scientific principles 
became the tools for early WPT pioneers, such as Tesla, 
Hutin and Leblanc [1]-[3], to explore WPT through the use 
of coupled alternating magnetic field. 

Among early WPT pioneers, Nicola Tesla was  undoubted-
ly the most influential scientist/engineer in WPT research. 
Tesla was recognized as a highly visionary inventor who was 
well ahead of his time [4], [5]. His many inventions such as 
a.c. machines, ac power generation and transmission, radio 
transmitters and receivers, X-ray machines and the world’s 
first remote-controlled technology have been used for 
over a century. Although some of his inventions have been 
improved over time with the availability of more advanced 
technologies, their basic concepts are still being used every 
day in modern societies. 

Between the WPT research of Tesla in late 19th century 
to mid 1980s, while research in WPT was still active in 
medical implants, commercial applications of WPT was not 
wide spread. Tesla pointed out that WPT could take place 
through magnetic coupling at high frequency and under res-
onance conditions. To maintain high energy efficiency, WPT 
requires (i) windings with low resistance at high frequency 
operation and (ii) a high-frequency power source. While Litz 
wires have become available since 1950s, high-frequency 
switching power electronics switches (namely power mos-
fets) only became commercially available in 1980’s. The 
availability of high-frequency power sources based on power 
electronics technology certainly makes it easy to realize eco-
nomically the high-frequency power source in a compact form. 
Such historical developments of Litz wires and power electron-
ics explain why research in magnetic resonance based WPT 
took off for medical implants [6], [7] in late 1980s and electric 
vehicles and inductive power pickups in mid 1990s [8], [9]. The 
dawn of the mobile phone era in mid 1990s also prompted ac-
tive research in wireless charging for portable electronics [10]-
[15]. Reviews of near-field WPT for a range of applications 
starting from low-power consumer electronics [16] to relatively 
high-power inductive power pickup systems in manufacturing 
industry [17] have been reported. 

The publicity of an article by the M.I.T physics team in 
Science [18] about the use of a 4-coil WPT system to power 
a light bulb over a distance of 2m in 1997 is an important 
factor that raises intensive interest in WPT in late 1990s. For 
high energy efficiency WPT, the authors of [18] claimed the 
use of magnetic resonance and identified a “strong coupling” 
regime as:

       (1)

where the symbol κ is related to the mutual coupling 

coefficient k as                 ;                and                  are the 

intrinsic loss rates of the first resonator and the second 
resonator respectively. Here, k is the mutual coupling 
coefficient, ω is the angular frequency, Q1 and Q2 are the 
quality factors of the two magnetically coupled windings. 
According to [18], the condition of (1) is “a regime of 
operation that has not been studied extensively”.  Equation (1) 
can be expressed in standard electrical engineering terms as:

     (2)
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It can be seen that the term                of the coupled mode 
theory is equal to                 in electric circuit theory. Thus, 

                 simply means             >>1.The idea of 
ach ieving high energy efficiency in WPT through the 
maximization of the product of the mutual coupling and 
quality factor (i.e. kQ) has been a well-known concept for 
many decades. Several research teams have independently 
studied the WPT equations based on the coupled mode 
theory and transformed them in standard electric circuit 
theory [19]-[21]. Their analyses are consistent that the work 
in [18] can well be explained in standard circuit theory. The 
idea of achieving high energy efficiency in WPT through 
the maximization of the kQ product has been a central 
principle among power electronics researchers for decades. 
For short-range applications in which magnetic coupling is 
relatively large (i.e. with a large k), winding with reasonably 
high Q-factor will lead to high efficiency. For mid-range 
applications in which k is a small value, a very high Q-factor 
is needed in the magnetically coupled windings.

The fact that such a well-established electrical engineering 
concept has become a factor to spark off new research 
interests in WPT is intriguing. One obvious reason is the 
lack of relevant WPT background among researchers who 
recently joined this research field. It is the objective of this 
paper to highlight some historical facts and R&D activities 
relevant to high-efficiency WPT concept expressed in (2) 
and explain such well-established idea has been used for 
decades and is still being used in modern WPT applications 
[22]. Remarks on the current status and future trends of WPT 
are also included in this paper. 

II. the PaSt

A. Magnetic Resonance was well established in Tesla’s 
works

Since the end of the 19th century, “resonance” was a com-
mon theme in several aspects of Tesla’s such as radio and 
TV transmitter and receiver circuits. The use of inductive-
capacitive (LC) resonant circuits was the basic concept 
adopted in many of Tesla’s high-frequency works. In his 
1893 lecture delivered to the Franklin Institute, Philadelphia 
[23], he experimented with “condenser in series with the 
self-induction”. (Note: condenser is equivalent to capacitor 
in modern electrical engineering term.). This inductive-
capacitive (LC) resonant circuit was fed by a high-frequency 
alternator. To achieve resonant operation, he remarked that 
“both capacity and self-inductance were adjusted to suit the 
dynamo frequency”.  This means that the inductance and 
capacitance values of the LC circuit were tuned to suit the 
frequency of the voltage excitation. 

In Tesla’s time, high-frequency power generator was 
not commercially available because high-speed power 
semiconductor switches had not been invented yet. Historical 

records show that Tesla developed his high-frequency power 
source based on generators with a high number of pole pairs. 
In the article of his high-frequency tests [23], the frequency 
was set in the range of 5 kHz to 10 kHz. Among various WPT 
circuits tested by Tesla, two examples are shown in Fig. 1(a) 
and Fig. 1(b). In Fig. 1(a), a condenser (i.e. a capacitor) is 
connected across the primary coil (P) to form a parallel resonant 
circuit, which wirelessly transmit power to the secondary coil 
(S). The two output terminals of S are labelled at T. 

In Fig. 1(b), the high-frequency voltage generator is fed 
to a transformer, the outputs of which are connected to the 
transmitter circuit of the system. The transmitter circuit 
comprises two parallel condensers are connected in series with 
the primary coil (P). This arrangement forms a primary series 
resonant tank. In the receiver circuit, each end of the secondary 
winding (S’) is connected to two parallel plates (labelled as t 
and t’) that form a variable capacitor. This arrangement forms 
a secondary series resonant circuit. In modern terminology, this 
system setup is equivalent to a magnetically coupled series-
series resonant WPT system. The equivalent circuit of such 
series-series resonant WPT system can be described in Fig. 2. 
The use of a series capacitor in both of the transmitter and 
receiver circuit serves to reduce or cancel the reactance 
in the power flow path, i.e. ωL-1/(ωC)=0, if the operating 
frequency is set at the resonant frequency of the LC resonant 
tank. How to use or design the resonant capacitor depends on 
applications. For relative low frequency, e.g. up to a few Mega-
Hertz, a discrete capacitor components of low capacitance is 
needed. But for very high frequency operation, e.g. exceeding a 
few Mega-Hertz, the parasitic capacitance of the transmitter and 
receiver coil could form the required resonance capacitor. But 
the equivalent circuits in both cases are identical in theory.

 

                            (a)                                                        (b)
Fig. 1.  One WPT setup based on magnetically coupled series-series 
resonant circuits tested by Tesla [23].
 

Fig. 2.  An equivalent circuit of a magnetically coupled series-series 
resonant circuit.

B. Use of High Quality Factor and high kQ products in WPT 
have been well-established concepts

The concept of Quality factor was popularized by K.S. 
Johnson in 1914 as the ratio of the reactance to the effective 
resistance in a coil or a condenser according to an article 
entitled “The story of Q” published in 1955 [24]. The Q 
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factor for an inductor is:

       (3)

where ω is the angular frequency, L is the inductance and R is 
the winding resistance. It is interesting to note that a very high 
Q value of 1000 was considered in 1955 [24]. A relative recent 
investigation into WPT with a Q factor up to 1000 was also 
considered in a study published in 2006 [25].

Back to Tesla’s work reported in 1898 [23], he explained 
the operation of the system with the emphases on the use of 

(i) high frequency, 
(ii) winding resistance as low as possible; 
(iii) the importance of establishing synchronism between 

the oscillations in the primary and secondary 
circuits. 

The first two points technically refer to the use of a large ω 
and a small R for equation (2). Therefore, the essence of his 
descriptions on the operating conditions essentially means 
the requirements for a high Q factor, although Q factor might 
not a popular technical term in 1898. 

From early 1960s to present, the principles of magnetic 
resonance and maximization of the kQ product have been 
central to WPT for medical implants and power electronics 
applications. In 1961, John Schuder and his team [26] used 
magnetically coupled resonant circuit for wireless power 
transfer through the chest wall of an animal to power an 
artificial heart. The equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 3. 
Schuder reported that the power loss was inversely proportional 
to the product of the mutual coupling coefficient (k) and quality 
factor (Q) of the receiver coil. Since the power loss is inversely 
proportional to the energy efficiency (η), Schuder’s discovery 
led to the important understanding that:

       (4)

By 1970, Schuder managed to use series resonant tanks in 
both of the transmitter and receiver circuits to transfer over 1 
kW through animal skin based on similar principle [27]. High 
Q factor was achieved by using litz wire and an operating 
frequency of 470k Hz. 

The idea of achieving high energy efficiency through 
maximizing the kQ product has been central to both medical 
and power electronics research communities for many 
decades. The transmission distance is inversely proportional 
to k. Thus, the only way to increase WPT energy efficiency 
for a given distance is to increase Q. Tesla’s suggestions of 
using high-frequency operation and winding resistance as 
low as possible in fact pointed to the same principle. This 
important principle applies to both short-range and mid-
range WPT applications.

If the quality factors of the two magnetically coupled 
windings are not identical, E.S. Hochmair in 1984 shows 
that the kQ product becomes [28]:

     
 (5)

where Q1 and Q2 are the quality factors of the two windings. 
The operating frequency was set at 11.7 MHz in [28]. If the 
two magnetically coupled windings are identical, (5) will 
converge to (4). A detailed analysis of the energy efficiency 
of a WPT system with non-identical coupled coils can also 
be found in [29]. 

 

Fig. 3.  A magnetically coupled resonant circuit used for WPT in [27].

C. Examples of Magnetic Resonance application in short-
range WPT systems

While WPT can in principle be classified as magnetic 
induction and magnetic resonance, it is important to note 
that most of the WPT activities over the last century involve 
primarily magnetic resonance. Magnetic induction is 
used only in a few applications such as wireless charging 
stands for electric tooth brushes. Magnetic induction 
based applications typically share the common features 
of having high coupling coefficient and the receiver coil 
fixed in position. These applications essentially treat the 
magnetically coupled transmitter and receiver coils like a 
pair of transformer windings.

Among WPT works conducted since 1960s, magnetic 
resonance and high kQ product have been common 
knowledge central to WPT research and applications in 
medical implants, mobile robots, inductive pickups, and 
Qi-compatible consumer electronic products. In particular, 
WPT research works published by the power electronics 
community since 1980s are based on magnetic resonance. 
The exact operating frequency is usually slightly higher 
than the actual resonance frequency of the resonant tanks. 
The reason is to utilize the advantage of magnetic resonance 
and at the same time achieve soft-switching for the power 
inverter used in the transmitter circuit. A few examples are 
listed as follows:

• 1990 A. Ghahary and B. Cho [7] used magnetic resonance 
technique to transfer 48W in a loosely coupled 
transcutaneous energy transmission. The coupling 
coefficient is 0.1 and the operating frequency is 53 
kHz. The system energy efficiency was 72%. The 
power capability was expanded to 150W in 1992 
[31].

• 1994 A.W. Green and J. Boys [8] pioneered the in-
ductive power transfer (IPT) systems for the 
manufacturing industry. Such WPT technique 
based on magnetic resonance has now become 
a major industry [31]. The IPT systems are now 
commonly used in the production lines in clean 
rooms for the integrated circuit industry. Similar 
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ideas are being expanded into R&D activities for 
static and dynamic wireless charging of electric 
vehicles.

• 1999 S.Y. Hui and S.C. Tang [32] demonstrated that 
power and signal could be transferred between two 
planar printed coils based on magnetic resonance 
without using magnetic core. Such coreless printed-
board transformer became the first embeddable 
electrical isolation transformer in industrial gate-
drive circuits for power electronics switches [33]. 
It was later used for wireless charging of mobile 
phone [13]. When turned into a multilayer array 
structure, this concept led to the first wireless 
charging pad with free-positioning feature for 
portable consumer electronic devices [34].

• 2000 Y. Jang and M. Jovanovic [12] developed a 
series-series resonant system to wirelessly charg-
ing mobile phones for a wide voltage range. 
Frequency control technique was used to maintain 
constant power flow. For 4.5W, a system energy 
efficiency exceeding 70% was achieved.

D. Use of Magnetic Resonance for mid-range WPT

The use of magnetic resonance for mid-range WPT 
application is not new. A 1937 article [35] explains an 
experimental setup (Fig. 4) installed in the Franklin Institute, 
Philadelphia where Tesla had given his WPT lecture. The 
circuit on the left-hand side of Fig. 4 is the transmitter 
circuit, which consists of a driving loop and a resonator coil 
(called antenna in [35]). The receiver circuit is on the right-
hand side. It can be placed with a variable distance from 
the transmitter circuit. The receiver circuit consists of a 
receiver resonator coil which is connected to an adjustable 
condenser so that the idea of tuning the resonance frequency 
for optimal power transfer can be demonstrated for different 
distances between the transmitter and receiver resonant coils. 
The operating frequency was 100 MHz. The dimensions of 
the transmitter and receiver resonator coils are 0.75m. This 
setup was used to demonstrate WPT over a distance up to 3 
meters for powering a light bulb. So this is a setup suitable 
to demonstrate the short-range and mid-range WPT.

The idea of using a driving loop to couple with the transmitter 
resonator coil is an important concept. In fact, the 4-coil 
system presented in [18] uses one driving loop coupled to the 

transmitter resonator coil and a load loop coupled to the receiver 
resonator coil. But the original idea of coupling the resonator 
coil with a loop actually came from [35].

III. the PreSent & future trendS

As mentioned previously, the availabilities of Litz wires 
and modern power electronics have provided the needed 
technologies for WPT. The IPT systems have been deployed 
in manufacturing facilities. Because each manufacturing 
facility may be different from the others, there is so far no 
need to form an international standard for IPT systems. 
However, the situation is quite different for wireless charging 
of portable consumer electronics. With different mobile 
phone manufacturers using their own proprietary charging 
protocols in the 1990s, there was an obvious need from the 
consumers’ point of view that a common charging standard 
should be adopted. The number of chargers manufactured in 
2013 exceeded 2 billion. In an estimation made in 2009 [36], 
an annual reduction of about 51 000 tons of chargers would 
be achieved if a common charging protocol was adopted. 
Standard approaches can be adopted in the both wired 
charging and wireless charging. 

The GSM association has made tremendous efforts in this 
regard for the wired approach. So far, the majority of the 
mobile phone manufacturers have agreed to use the mini-
USB as the standard wired charging protocol. While this is 
very good news to the environment, consumers should be 
aware that there are still major mobile phone manufacturers 
which not only continue to use their own proprietary charging 
protocols, but they keep on changing them with new models 
so that consumers have to keep on buying new chargers. 
Consumers should exert their power to support manufacturers 
that adopt sustainable policy in their product designs.

A. The Evolving “Qi” Standard by Wireless Power 
Consortium

Founded initially with 8 companies in November 2008 
[37], the Wireless Power Consortium (WPC) has grown to 
include over 220 companies worldwide by October 2016. 
The WPC launched the world’s first wireless charging 
standard “Qi” (pronounced as Chee) in August 2010. So 
far, this is the most successful wireless charging standard in 
commercial terms because over 790 “Qi-certified” products 
have been registered with WPC by October 2016, let alone 
many other products claimed to be Qi-compatible, Qi-
compliant or Qi-approved.

The expanding applications and power capabilities of 
wireless charging are reflected from the evolution of the Qi 
standard. Based on the information from the WPC website 
[38], the Qi standard has evolved from version 1.0, 1.1 
to 1.2. The main features of these three versions of the 
standard are tabulated in TABLE I.  The current version of 
the Qi specification has version number 1.2.2. The operating 
frequency range of Qi is within 105 kHz to 205 kHz. This 
frequency range has been adopted in switched mode power Fig. 4.  Mid-range WPT setup in the Franklin Institute, Philadelphia [35].
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supplies for over 3 decades. System energy efficiency above 
70% can generally be achieved at full load. The Qi standard 
covers primarily short-range WPT applications. The receiver 
coils of the loads are placed in close proximity of the 
transmitter coils. The transmission distance is up to about 
4cm. Consequently, the magnetic flux for WPT is essentially 
enclosed and thus human exposure to electromagnetic 
radiation is usually not an issue. The recent inclusion of 
foreign object detection (FoD) is another important step 
forward in enhancing safety.

B. Charging Standard by AirFuel Alliance

After the establishment of the WPC, alternative organi-
zations have been formed with the hope of setting up 
wireless charging standards to cover other forms of WPT 
applications. Formed in 2012, the Power Matters Alliance 
(PMA) and the Alliance for Wireless Power (A4WP) were 
two examples. In 2015, PMA and A4WP merged together to 
form the AirFuel Alliance [39]. It should be noted that there 
are overlaps of memberships between the AirFuel Alliance 
and the WPC.

Different from the WPC which focuses primarily short-
range applications, the AirFuel Alliance was set up to 
develop and maintain the standards for a form of wireless 
power that allowed additional spatial freedom. The aim was 
to develop a standard that could simultaneously charge a 
multiple devices, ranging from low-power bluetooth devices 
to laptop computers and also covering both short-range and 
mid-range applications. An illustration of this objective 
is shown in Fig. 5. Some other important features of the 
technologies being promoted by the AirFuel Alliance are the 
choices of 6.78MHz ±15kHz as the operating frequency for 
power transfer and 2.4 GHz for control and communication 
signals. In principle, previous WPT technologies developed 
over the century can be applied to both relatively low 
frequency operations such as 105 kHz – 205 kHz for WPC 

or 6.78 MHz ±15kHz for AirFuel Alliance. 

C. New Health Concern on Human Exposure to Magnetic 
Field at 7 MHz

Compared with WPC which focuses primarily on short-
range WPT applications, AirFuel Alliance chooses a much 
higher WPT frequency which enables higher compactness 
of the power and magnetic circuits and a high Q factor. As 
explained previously, increasing the value of Q allows the 
mutual coupling to decrease for a given kQ product.  A small 
value of k implies a relatively long transmission distance 
for WPT, making it possible to increase spatial freedom. 
However, the idea of increasing spatial freedom (Fig. 5) also 
implies the requirements of human exposure to ac magnetic 
field. 

The main concern of using 6.78MHz lies not only in the 
technical performance of the WPT technologies available 
today, but in the potential health hazards raised recently 
by quantum biologists about the adverse effects of ac 
magnetic field at 7 MHz on cell growth. In 2014, new 
practical evidence was presented in [40] to show that even 
a weak magnetic field of 10µT at 7 MHz could enhance 
cell proliferation. Note that an ac magnetic field of 10µT is 
considered to be weak because the static magnetic field of 
the earth is about 45 µT. It is suggested in [40] that magnetic 
field at 7 MHz could influence the electronic spins of cells 
to form radicals. The authors of [40] criticize the existing 
safety regulations which only consider the thermal stress on 
cells based on the specific absorption rate (Watt per kilogram 
of tissue) as inadequate. They concluded that “In contrast to 
the spin-pair mechanism, specific absorbed radiation (SAR) 
measurements of macroscopic tissue heating represent a 
naïve approach to bio-magnetic RF- interactions because 
it ignores nanoscale physics and spin chemistry, which can 
potentially have profound biological effects.” Following 
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TABLE I
Sumary of the key featureS of the VerSIonS of Qi 

Standard [38]
Version 1.0
• Qi transmitter delivers 5 Watt power into a Qi phone.
• Choices of transmitter designs include single coil transmitter, coil array 
   transmitter, and moving coil transmitter.
• High flexibility in design of Qi receivers.
• Limited flexibility in the design of Qi transmitters.
Version 1.1
• Increased design freedom for transmitters. One can now choose 
  between 12 different transmitter specifications.
• Increased sensitivity of "Foreign Object Detection". This prevents 
   heating of metal objects in the neighborhood of an active transmitter.
• The possibility to power a Qi transmitter with a USB charger.
Version 1.2
• Fast charging. The possibility for transmitters to deliver up to 15 Watt 
  power and the option for receivers to obtain up to 15 Watt.
• An improved thermal test for transmitters.
• Improved timing requirements.
• Changed limits for Foreign Object Detection.
• Optional unique identifier for power receivers (WP-ID).

Fig. 5.  An illustration of the WPT concept with spatial freedom. 
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up the work in [40], the authors of [41] provide possible 
explanations for observed changes in growth rates of cancer 
cells and radical concentration upon exposures to magnetic 
fields below the ICES and ICNIRP reference levels. 

It is therefore important for international regulatory 
bodies to re-examine existing health and safety regulations 
in view of the new evidence because 7 MHz is close to the 
Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) radio band of 6.78 
MHz (which happens to be the operating frequency selected 
by the AirFuel Alliance). The author believes that using 6.78 
MHz for short-range applications in which the magnetic 
flux is enclosed or shielded (like the application framework 
in the WPC) should not encounter the same potential health 
issue. The choice of operating frequencies does not affect 
the validity of many existing WPT technologies in terms of 
the technical viabilities. Stakeholders in the WPT industry 
should consider a common standard that addresses both 
technical performance and health and safety concerns of 
consumers.

D. SAE TIR J2954 Guidelines for Wireless Charging of 
Plug-In Electric Vehicles

SAE International, initially established as the Society 
of Automotive Engineers, is a professional association 
and standards developing organization for engineering 
professionals in various industries. In May 2016, SAE 
launched SAE TIR J2954 as an industry-wide specification 
guideline that defines acceptable criteria for interoperability, 
electromagnetic compatibility, minimum performance, safety 
and testing for wireless charging of light duty electric and 
plug-in electric vehicles [42]. The current version addresses 
unidirectional charging from grid to vehicle. Bidirectional 
energy transfer is not covered. This guideline calls for a 
common operating frequency of 85 kHz, which is easily 
manageable with existing power electronics technology even 
at 10 kW. It proposes four classes of wireless power transfer: 
3.7 kW, 7.7 kW, 11.0 kW, and 22.0 kW. It is intended to be 
used for stationary applications. Dynamic wireless charging 
will most likely be considered in future guidelines when 
dynamic wireless charging technology becomes more mature.

E. From Directional to Omni-directional WPT

Existing commercial WPT products are based on directional 
wireless power flow. One new development of directional 
WPT is the use of the wireless domino WPT system for 
powering online monitoring system in power transmission 
networks. Energy can be harvested from the magnetic field of 
a high-voltage power cable and transferred to the high-voltage 
transmission tower to power the online monitoring system (Fig. 
6). Coil-resonators can be embedded inside the insulation 
discs as shown in Fig. 7. The new insulation string structure 
provides both high-voltage insulation and WPT capabilities 
[43], [44].  

Research into omnidirectional WPT has been reported 
in [25]. Fig. 8 shows one example of an omnidirectional 

WPT container in which the receiver coil of the load can 
obtain wireless power regardless of its orientation inside the 
container. The omnidirectional WPT system in Fig. 8 consists 
of three orthogonal transmitter coils excited by a patent-pending 
non-identical current control method. The control principle of 
this omnidirectional WPT system has been developed [45]. 
This system can be used for simultaneous charging of a range 
of portable electronics products, regardless of the orientations 

of the receiver coils. It is suitable for charging a variety of 
electronics devices (such as smart phones and smart watches) in 
a highly user-friendly and convenient manner. 

IV. aVoIdance of Some PItfallS In wPt

Besides understanding the historical developments of 
WPT, researchers entering this exciting field should 
equip themselves with some basic understanding so as to 
avoid certain pitfalls. These issues include the use of the 
appropriate terminologies, the scientific principles and 
choices of technologies.

Fig. 8.  An omnidirectional WPT system based on three orthogonal 
transmitter coils and non-identical current-control [45] (Courtesy of the 
University of Hong Kong).

Fig. 6.  Use of patent-pending insulation string with embedded coil-
resonators for WPT [43], [44].

Fig. 7.  Novel insulation string” with (i) High-Voltage insulation & (ii) 
Wireless Power Transfer capabilities [43], [44].
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A. Understanding the Correct Terminologies

Power electronics (PE) researchers/engineers are usually 
interested in “power” transfer, while Radio-Frequency 
(RF) researchers focus on “signal” transfer. They could use 
similar terms which could have totally different technical 
meanings. This issue was raised and explained in a critical 
review [46]. For a RF researcher, the term “impedance 
matching” often means matching the load impedance with 
the source impedance. On the contrary, a PE researcher often 
uses the same term to refer to designing a resonant capacitor 
so that its negative reactance can cancel the positive 
reactance in the power flow path. Another example is the 
term “efficiency”. A RF researcher often considers the “power 
leaving the output terminals” of an ac power source as the 
“input power” of a RF system. A PE researcher considers the 
“power entering the input terminals” of an ac power source 
as the “input power”.  It is a common practice for a PE 
researcher to consider the power loss in the power source in 
the calculation of the overall system energy efficiency.

B. Understanding the Correct Operating Principles

As originally pointed out in [46], WPT operations can be 
classified as under either the Maximum Energy Efficiency 
(MEE) Principle or the Maximum Power Transfer (MPT) 
Principle. PE researchers are familiar with the operations of 
switched mode power supplies that should have minimum 

source resistance and switching loss. They tend to adopt the 
MEE principle because overall system energy efficiency is 
often a top priority in power transfer. Their designs usually 
include the considerations of the source resistance that should 
be as small as possible. 

RF researchers tend to consider signal transfer with the 
equivalent load impedance matching the source impedance 
in order to meet the maximum power transfer theorem. 
However such approach, when used for power transfer, 
suffers an inherent problem that the overall energy efficiency 
will never be higher than 50%. Even in the ideal case that 
the source resistance is equal to the load resistance, half of 
the input power will be dissipated in the source resistance. 
For WPT applications in which energy efficiency is of top 
priority, the MEE principle is the preferred option instead of 
the MPT principle. Therefore, ignoring the source resistance 
in WPT system design will lead to very low energy efficiency. 
While the transmission efficiency (without considering the 
power loss in the power source) in [18] is about 40%, the 
overall system efficiency including the power loss in the 
power source is only 15%. So the work in [18] illustrates the 
problems of ignoring the source resistance and of using the 
MPT principle in WPT applications of significant power. As 
different applications require different strategies of designs 
and operating principles, some general guidelines for choosing 
the appropriate operating methods have been addressed in [22] 
and now expanded in TABLE II.

TABLE II
general guIdelIneS of chooSIng the oPeratIng PrIncIPleS

MEE MPT

Impedance matching To design the resonance capacitor to compensate 
the leakage inductance

To match the input impedance of the WPT 
system with the source impedance

System efficiency Can be higher than 50% ≤ 50%

Source resistance As low as possible (RS→0) Dependent on the power source

Suitable power level if efficiency is a priority ≥ 1W < 1W

Applications Energy efficiency is a priority Energy efficiency is not a priority

Feature of a 2-coil system High efficiency for short-range, but very low 
efficiency for mid-range applications

Low efficiency for both short- and mid-range 
applications

Feature of a 3-coil system (including an 
intermediate relay resonator) [47]

Under some conditions, a 3-coil system can be 
more efficient than a 2-coil one.

Feature of a 4-coil system based on two 
resonators and two coupled coils [18]

Maximized transmission distance at the expense 
of energy efficiency.

Feature of multi-coil system based on relay 
resonators [43], [44]

A good compromise between energy efficiency 
and transmission distance if relay resonators are 

allowed.

V. concluSIonS

Despite the original concept was developed over a century 
ago, WPT is still a fast growing R&D area with immen-
se application potentials. With the understanding of the 
historical WPT developments, it is hoped that visionary 
researchers would take WPT to new heights in the future. 
International cooperation plays an instrumental role in 

setting up wireless charging standards to serve the industrial 
community and users of wireless power. It is natural that 
these standards will evolve with time and progress of WPT 
technology. Wireless power not only provides a wide range 
of functions for various industrial and domestic applications, 
it also offers sustainable solutions to reduce tonnes of 
unnecessary chargers and their associated electronic waste. 
This point is particularly important to the industry of 
portable consumer electronics devices. With new evidence 
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of health concerns presented by quantum biologists about 
the use of magnetic field at 7 MHz, more research efforts 
should be devoted to study the effects of magnetic field on 
cell growth. International health and safety organization 
should re-examine the coverage of existing standards. So 
far, WPT has reached commercialization stage in consumer 
electronics and manufacturing industry. It is envisaged 
that the next sectors that would benefit from WPT include 
electric vehicles and medical implants. WPT is no longer a 
discipline for electrical engineers and scientists only. It has 
evolved into a multidisciplinary subject involving quantum 
biologist, biological and biomedical scientists.
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